
  

CONNECTIONS TO HISTORY THROUGH A POCKET KNIFE 
 

On April 15, 1912, the RMS Titanic sank in the north 
Atlantic after hitting an iceberg, killing 1,517 people. It is a tragic 
story that has achieved sensational fame because of Hollywood, 
numerous museums, and the sheer magnitude of the tragedy. 
Built in England as an “unsinkable ship”, the sinking on her 
maiden voyage shocked the world. Not only was this an epic 
engineering catastrophe, but the personal tragedy was especially 
powerful as many well-known famous people perished such as 
American businessman, John Jacob Astor IV. 

Seventy-three years later on September 1st, 1985, Robert 
Ballard and team discovered the debris field in 12,500 feet of 
water, 370 miles south-southeast of Newfoundland. Then 
began the epic work of recovering so many of the priceless 
artifacts which we have all seen in numerous documentaries. 
The public fascination was again revived, and the story brought 
into the consciousness of a new generation of Americans.  

One of the men who 
perished that tragic night was 

a man named Edmund Stone. He was born in Southampton, Hampshire, 
England in 1879, and signed on with the White Star Line as a Steward. 
Edmund died in the icy waters that tragic April night in 1912.  His body 
was recovered by the search and rescue ship, Mackay-Bennett, and was 
buried at sea on 21, April 1912. His wife was notified of this; "Advise you 
that the body of your husband has been identified and buried at sea, the condition of the 
body unfortunately not permitting its removal to Halifax for burial."  Several of his 
possessions, including his pocket knife, a set of keys for Titanic's first-class 
cabins, a pencil, a steward's receipt, a letter to his wife and his watch, with 
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its hands frozen at 2:16 am, were returned to his family. Shortly following the tragedy his wife Violet placed 
the following item in a local Southampton newspaper, ‘Not gone from memory, not gone from love. But gone to our 
Fathers home above. We must not murmur or complain, trusting in heaven to meet again.’ 

The knife is an English-made, two-blade pen 
knife with mother-of-pearl handles; a fine 
accoutrement for a member of the staff of the White 
Star Line. The knife is in remarkable condition 
considering the icy, salt-water and the time since the 
tragedy. What is interesting is that similar patterns are 
common today, and the traditional slip joint knife is as 
popular as ever.  The knife now resides in the Titanic 
Museum in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee, and can be seen 
along with other amazing artifacts.  

Pocket knives and personal effects give us an amazing window into the past as they enable us to see 
the everyday and ordinary parts of lives gone by. History is brought to life through this window, and pieces 
of the past often tell us much more than historical data reveals. I like to think of someone’s personal effects 
as part of their personality, and through that we can begin to know these people of another time.  

 

 

 One of the exciting things we get to do in this business is 
discover new talent in the knife world. I got a call from a 
young man after the ICCE show and he was responding to 
an ad we ran in the show book calling for custom knife 
makers to contact us for dealer representation. Seth was 
the perfect fit for us and we have thoroughly enjoyed 
representing his work.  

Seth lives in a small town called Vancleave, MS. 
Seth is 29 years old and his interest in knives goes all the 

way back to his 
childhood, when needing a good hunting/fishing knife. Seth’s knife 
designs are for the outdoorsman, and he strives to make knives that 
are for any small outdoor and survival need. His favorite quote is, 
“Don’t waste your time looking back, you’re not going that way”. 
With a Seth Borries knife, you’ll always be going forward, he says. 
We love the simplicity of the approach. 

Seth Borries of Southern Longbeards 
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Seth’s knives are made individually with the care and precision of a true craftsman. Seth selects only 
premium quality steels that can be heat treated to take a superb edge that will stand up to serious use. Seth 

demonstrates this in a two-part video 
series that we have compiled. The 
first video shows how the knives are 
ground, and in the second part Seth 
puts the knives through some grueling 
tests such as an antler chop to 
demonstrate edge durability. You’ve 

got to see this because after the antler chop, he actually uses the knife to shave his leg! Now, if you’ve never 
seen a good-ole-boy from Mississippi 
shave his legs with a big-ass knife, 
well, get ready to laugh your head off. 
But the demonstration is amazing and 
perfectly illustrates the durability of 
Seth’s phenomenal work. Rest 
assured, if you buy a Southern 
Longbeard knife, you will have a 
knife you can shave with. The heat 
treat is superb. Check out the videos 
with these links! 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBsc1EijOWs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ia0gajiRXKI 
     Part One        Part Two 
 

 

 

With respect to the sinking of the Titanic story, we thought we would feature another knife that has 
a fascinating story as part of an historic ship. The Tirpitz just might have the most remarkable steel of any 
knife we have in inventory! We also have a new Southern Longbeard and as tribute to the English, a Joseph 
Rodgers slip-joint that would have been a common item aboard the Titanic.  
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Boker Tirpitz  
The Tirpitz was the largest battleship ever 
launched by the German Navy, and was a 
sister ship of the legendary Bismarck. The 
Tirpitz, commissioned in 1941, soon became 
a permanent threat for the Western Allies 
Navy. Many attempts to destroy the mighty 
weapon-loaded Tirpitz proved unsuccessful, 
until 1944, when it was hit by “Tallboy 
bombs,” causing the ship to roll over in 
shallow water in a Norweigan fjord. Parts of the special armor of the Tirpitz salvaged from the fjord are 
now being used by the Boker Damascus forger. The “Great Pyramids” pattern you see in the Damasucs has 
more than 300 layers, making it a highlight of any collection. There is a beautiful walnut inlay in the handle, 
which has a history as being used for shaft wood in German rifles and it features the Tirpitz crest laser 
etched in the Walnut. This knife is a combination of history, tradition and modern technology. The Tirpitz 
comes with a presentation box, certificate of authenticity, and is serialized. It is an incredibly beautiful work 
of art and would be the centerpiece of an impressive collection! 

$929.00 

To see all Boker products, Click Here  

 

 
 

Southern Longbeards Dropped Skinner 

Seth Borries of Southern Longbeards makes 
an outstanding product! This is his Dropped 
Skinner pattern with Rosewood handles, 1/8″ 
80CRV2 Steel, and features a 4″ blade, and 
measures 8 1/4″ OAL, with a skeletonized 
full tang. With a hollow saber grind and 
beautiful Rosewood scales, this knife would 
be perfect for your next hunting trip or on 
your side as an EDC. The satin finish is 
beautiful! This skinner knife is complete with 
a hand-made leather sheath. 

$140 

To see all of the Southern Longbeards Inventory, Click Here 
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Joseph Rodgers Swayback Clip Point in Buffalo Horn 

The Joseph Rodgers Tang Stamp is one of the 
most recognizeable and important marks in 
Cutlery history. This Clip Point Swayback 
Knife has Buffalo Horn handles, 420S454 
Stainless Steel, brass linings & pins, nickel silver 
bolsters, and measures 3 1/2″ closed , with a 2 
3/4″ blade. This is a truly unique and amazing 
traditional knife. Joseph Rodgers is one of the 
oldest trademarks in the world. The Star and 
Maltese Cross was originally registered in 1642 
and became associated with Rodgers in 1764; 
which has been used by the Sheffield Cutlery 
Firm ever since. This knife is hand assembled with brass linings, brass pins, nickel silver bolsters, and 
stunning Buffalo Horn handles 

$69.95 

To see all of the Joseph Rodgers and George Wostenholm products, Click Here 

 

 
 

Melissa and I have had a wonderful week up in the Smokies going zip-lining and spelunking at The 
Lost Sea in Tennessee. Yep, this is what we do to celebrate our anniversary; very cosmopolitan, eh? If 
you’ve never been on a zip-line course, we highly recommend Foxfire Mountain in Sevierville. Make sure to 
bring extra underwear though.  

We sincerely appreciate our wonderful customers and friends. Thank you for taking the time to read 
our newsletter. We appreciate your interest and support. Have a great weekend everyone!  

      

1-833-GOT-KNIVEs (468-5648)                                   OLDETOWNECUTLERY.COM 
Please don’t forget to follow us on Social Media! 
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